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World War Zoo Gardens – wartime zoos, the 
challenging future and the use of zoo history in 

visitor engagement 
Mark Norris, Education Manager, Newquay Zoo, UK  

Abstract 
The World War Zoo Gardens project at Newquay Zoo began in 2009 with the recreation of a 1940s wartime 
allotment garden for practical food production, enrichment and education activities, using multi-sensory museum 
education techniques, focussed on how zoos and botanic gardens survived wartime challenges worldwide. 
History, anniversaries, food and plants are used to engage and provoke visitors into discussion of sustainable 
future challenges by looking at solutions to past crises. 

Introduction 
Provoke, Relate, Reveal: Does the past hold the answer 
to the future? 
“Why’s there an allotment in the middle of a zoo?” is the 
sort of puzzled question I love overhearing. If the author 
of Interpretive Master Planning and veteran American 
zoo interpretation guru John Veverka was listening, he’d 
be a happy man too. It demonstrates what Veverka says 
a good zoo talk, sign or enclosure should do: Provoke 
questions, Relate to the visitor, and Reveal answers or 

solutions (Veverka, 1994)    

WWZG Photo 1: Recreated 1940s wartime Allotment 
Garden, Newquay Zoo. 

Part of the ongoing role of our recreated 1940s 
wartime zoo keeper’s ‘victory garden’ at Newquay 
Zoo is to provoke discussion about  future challenges 
such as How will we feed ourselves and our animals 
in the uncertain future?  
Our allotment also has a familiar, everyday role that 
engages visitors, in that it relates to their family garden, 
home-grown food or memories of a grandparent’s 
allotment. Practically it also provides keepers with 
a small amount of fresh, organic unsprayed herbs, 
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flowers and vegetables for feeding and enrichment, 
although not quite on the scale of the long-
established organic market garden  at Jersey Zoo 
or Verti-Crop hydroponic experiment at Paignton 
Zoo (Frediani, 2010; Norris, 2014). 
What answers or solutions are revealed through our 
wartime garden? 
The future can sometimes appear quite dystopian 
and depressing. Zoos have a role in this uncertain 
future, both in how to survive a range of evolving 
global challenges and also the tricky task of how to 
engage their visitors with tackling these emerging 
threats (Mackenzie-Mohr, 2011). For zoo staff, there 
is a small amount of literature on the overlapping 
and challenging subject of crisis management in 
zoos (Greenwood, 2003; Walker, 2011). 
“At the 10th Annual SAZARC Conference recently 
held in Nepal, the theme of Emergency Protocols 
was linked to 21st Century Crises of Climate 
Change, Emerging Diseases and Terrorism … 
CZA also commissioned a Disaster Management 
Plan” (Walker, 2011, p. 19) 
Zoo education often deals with directly animal-
related challenges such as habitat loss. However 
there are also climate change, peak oil, resource 
shortages, food and fuel insecurity for zoos and 
their visitors to consider. This may require crisis 
management on a scale to match that of zoos 
preparing and improvising to survive wartime. 
Green MEP Carolyn Lucas in her New Home Front  
manifestos (Lucas, 2011; 2012) suggested that 
surviving the 21st century may need our economies 
and resources to be put onto a “war footing” to cope 
with environmental challenges (Lucas, 2011).  
One problem is that our zoo visitors are visiting 
us usually for the traditional escapist ‘grand day 
out’ with the family - “a place of peaceful resort” 
as Dublin Zoo was called (De Courcy, 2009).   Bill 
Conway of the Wildlife Conservation Society USA 
once talked of  zoos as places where “recreation 
dollars can be turned into conservation dollars”.  
Rival visitor attractions such as theme parks for the 
education or visitor dollar don’t usually have this 
weighty mission statement. You don’t usually get 
challenged at a theme park to think about future 
electricity brown outs, except maybe whilst hanging 
upside down suspended in mid air during a rare and 
press-worthy power cut. 
Materials and methods 
How might we formally or informally engage zoo 
visitors with global future issues? 
One approach we have informally tried is “chats 
over the garden fence” of our recreated wartime 
allotment, both formally to school groups or informally 
to visitors whilst weeding, sowing or harvesting. 
This is a family-friendly, inter-generational or cross-
generational method because it is unexpected and 
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school class to visit Newquay Zoo for their wartime 
topic, rather than their usual local museum. 
As well as elements of the practical food production in 
our recreated allotment garden that any botanic garden 
educator would use, our wartime workshops and display 
days for visitors feature many of the techniques that 
museum educators routinely use.  Many may appear 
vaguely familiar to an experienced zoo educator. 
In place of our usual zoo workshop resources of live 
animals and biofacts (skins, skulls, shells), we use a 
display table and handlable objects such as shrapnel 
from shells, steel helmets or stirrup pumps. Some 
of these are fragile original objects, others sturdy 
reproductions from history suppliers. 
We approach the wartime zoo workshops in the same 
multi- sensory way as a normal zoo biology workshop 
but with slightly different resources and techniques: 
• Sight: A resource bank of enlarged A3 photographs 
and original objects are used to introduce the role of 
animals and zoos in war zones in the past or today.  
• Touch:  weight and texture of original or reproduction 
objects such as helmets, gas masks, uniforms and 
shrapnel; 
• Taste: we welcome groups with some wartime 
potato biscuits made by our cafe to an original recipe, 
ingredients carefully chosen to be free of modern food 
allergens such as dairy or nuts); 
• Smell: the hardest to recreate but I’m not sure zoo 
animals have changed their smell much in war or 
peacetime. We also harvest fresh vegetables and 
aromatic herbs – Can the group identify the herbs by 
smell? - to scatter feed as enrichment for today’s zoo 
animals; 

• Relates to family experience, the return of schools 
gardening, family history or memories of rationing; 
• Relates to thrift concerns and allotment booms 
during recent economic recessions;
• Reveals links to sustainability, food security, 
enrichment and other aspects of animal welfare.
In terms of informal learning we have a ‘wartime zoo’ 
visitor activity trail and trail sheet of A4 trail boards, 
of interest to general or family visitors as well an 
additional activity for  formal learning or school visits 
after our history workshops.  

Engaging non-traditional audiences through 
outreach
“What is the Zoo doing here?” is another ‘provoke, 
relate, reveal’ opportunity as we set up at a garden 
centre or history event.  The wartime garden project 
has taken Newquay Zoo and its conservation and 
sustainability message out to wider audiences than 
normally or regularly visits a zoo.  
• Talks and displays at  garden centres, re-enactment 
events and garden societies; 
• Talks and articles for zoo, garden and military 
‘social history’ groups, as well as online genealogical 
forums and events; 
• Online through our zoo website, social media 
and project blog http://worldwarzoogardener1939.
wordpress.com; 
• Links with national and local history commemoration 
events such as www.1914.org . 
The project has created closer links for us with botanic 
gardens (some of which still have small animal 
collections), other zoos and our sister zoo Paignton 
Zoo, which was operational in wartime (Norris / 
BGEN, 2013). We have worked with Paignton staff 
in setting up history and wartime school workshops 
at both zoo sites. 
Multi-sensory Museum Education in a Zoo?

A question to a teacher “What happened to 
animals in wartime?” prompted one recent 

Photographs previous page 
Visitor activity trail boards 
Zoo workshop handlable objects are usually Biofacts 
– skins, skulls, not usually shrapnel, steel helmets or 
stirrup pumps. 
Section of a display cabinet and outreach display of 
wartime memorabilia.  
Photographs this page:
From allotment plot to monkey paw in food minutes 
and food metres.  
Permanent interpretation or graphics at Newquay 
Zoo beside our wartime allotment. 
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• Sound: from atmospheric wartime music to teaching 
students the different (recorded or live) air raid sirens 
and whistles that some ingenious zoo animals learned 
to imitate, before finishing with students trying the  
noisily popular wooden gas warning rattle. This is all 
best done inside a classroom to avoid accidentally 
evacuating the zoo.
Other museum or heritage interpretation techniques 
include: 
• Problem solving and scenarios such as “If you 
were a wartime or modern zoo keeper, what would 
you need to do to keep visitors safe and animals well 
fed?” or “Where is a safe place in our zoo for visitors 
to shelter during an air raid?”  
• Role play, hot-seating and costumed interpreters or 
re-enactors (for example, I dress up as the zoo’s Air 
Raid Precautions instructor or a 1940s zoo keeper) to 
answer questions such as “How is his work changed 
in wartime, for example by food shortages?” Or her 
work, as  women played an increasing role in wartime 
zoos, replacing young male staff called up to the 
armed services.
• Using real historical objects and eyewitness 
volunteers. One of our older zoo volunteers brings in 
his ration books and talks to the students or visitors 
about his wartime food and memories. 
• Physical or role-play actions such as practising 
stirrup pump drill for fire-fighting (a zoo staff or even 
staff child job in wartime), thankfully with water but 
not real fire! 
This last activity is tiring, wet and fun but as Confucius 
the Chinese philosopher said, “I hear and I forget. I 
see and I remember. I do and I understand.” Another 
activity with a real ‘take home’ message is where 
children make recycled paper pots and plant a 
wildlife-friendly sunflower or vegetable seed to take 
home. Forget digital, we like hands-on and dirty! 
Being a zoological garden, we don’t forget the use 
of live animals and plants as teaching aids. We 
cheekily ‘enlist’ our children’s farm rabbits and free-
range chickens through trail boards on the activity 
trail (not as pets but as a potential wartime source 
of back garden meat, eggs and fur). We also co-
opt penguins (tricky to feed in wartime on scarce 
fish or substitute horse meat dipped in cod-liver oil) 
and large carnivores (How could they be fed or what 
would happen if they escaped in wartime?) as points 
on a zoo tour. 
Even if you are not associated with a botanic 
garden, many interesting plants around a zoo can be 
conscripted into an activity trail or tour ranging from 
herbs and sunflowers to edible plants and flowers 
(Norris, 2014). 
Unusual source materials and object questions 
Heritage displays and historic objects, if well used, 
should help in generating questions: What was this 
object? What was it for? Who might have owned 
or used it? How does it link to animals and staff in 

wartime zoos? Is it still used today? 
Original pet air raid ID tags or tales of medal winning-
heroic animals on secret missions such as carrier 
pigeons (housed at Paignton Zoo) provide a gripping 
opening to this narrative or research journey. 
Photographs or images ranging from posters to 
newspaper articles, drawings and adverts are used to 
illustrate part of researching a zoo’s history in wartime. 
Using examples from around the world connects with 
an increasingly multi-cultural audience.  This also 
clearly engages with the useful classroom enquiry skills 
of historical research, learning how history is written 
and debated, misused or biased. This is something 
increasingly reflected in the history skills areas 
of the UK national school curriculum (UK 
Government, 2013). 

Percy Murray Adams, ZSL 
Whipsnade keeper, died on active 
service as a Japanese POW, 1943. 

ZSL London Zoo war memorial 
to its staff lost on active service in 
both world wars (Photo by Kate 
Oliver/ ZSL.

Whipsnade Zoo 
elephants ploughing 
for victory (published 
Animal and Zoo 
Magazine, 1940). 



Different aspects of the wartime zoo experience 
worldwide can be covered through exploring 
interesting source images:
• an original magazine photograph of the Whipsnade 
Zoo elephant ploughing zoo paddocks for crops as 
part of “Dig For Victory”; 
• a poster for the Utility Exhibition “Off the Ration” 
model allotments at London Zoo; 
• a photograph of the bombed Berlin Zoo elephant 
house; 
• a leaflet about wartime recycling or toys handmade 
from scrap;
• a painting of a bombed oil tanker ablaze on our 
local coast 
• “Use spades not ships” / “Let your shopping save 
our shipping” type adverts in a garden magazine 
about saving or growing food. 
Some of these are included in the photographs, all 
can be supplied as images with captions rather than 
bullet points if desirable. 
Older groups can be introduced to the possible 
propaganda message behind the creation of many 
of these objects and any inspirations for today or 
future challenges (Lucas, 2012). 
Online newsreel archives, photo libraries along 
with many zoo or aquarium archives, memoirs or 
local history societies have useful images, relevant 
to your collection, country or local area.  Payment 
or acknowledgement must be made to copyright 
holders, but create another chance to twin or share 
good practice with different local or national partners.
Samples of these images or resources are being 
collected into a book, to complement a schools 

resource pack and set of useful web links for 
classroom work, developed to assist local 

teachers to support classroom studies before or after a 
zoo visit. 
Our wartime zoo workshop for schools ends on a brief 
solemn note. Without today’s care in peacetime, many 
animals did not survive long in struggling wartime zoos. 
Neither did many zoo staff on active service, so we use 
pictures of staff casualties listed on the WW1 and WW2 
war memorial at London Zoo to focus this point. 
Results: Evaluation
Activity trail sheet completion can be monitored and 
evaluated. Blog hits (55,000 hits since 2009) and media 
coverage have been monitored and quantified.  Teacher 
or pupil feedback sheets on our wartime zoo workshops 
have been overwhelmingly positive so far, even inspiring 
one school to start its own ‘wartime’ allotment. 
The challenge remains in finding suitable qualitative 
evaluation methods of visitor attitudes, which are 
appropriate for this light touch, informal chatty approach 
‘over the garden fence’ outdoors. This challenge - What 
impact does visiting a zoo and its conservation message 
have on people’s behaviour and values? – is part of a 
wider evaluation strategy (2013) planned to measure the 
‘conservation advocacy’ success of Newquay Zoo and 
its partners in the wider Whitley Wildlife Conservation 
Trust.

Conclusion: The problems of history 
What purpose does history serve? Which stories do we 
select to tell about our zoo and which forget?
History can be highly political and highly selective in what 
is remembered or commemorated and what is forgotten. 
Occupation, euthanasia or atrocity, like extinction,  are 
not things to celebrate, rather to commemorate and learn 
from, much as is now done with Holocaust memorial 
day worldwide.
War is variously disastrous, destructive and disruptive 
for zoos. 46

Wartime toys made from recycled materials.  Toys were increasingly scarce and 
zoo gift shops increasingly empty of postcards, camera film and souvenirs. We 

have several lovely original examples of wartime scrap toys including a handmade 
Noah’s Ark on display. Similar to fair-trade or developing world toys made from 

recycled materials, they prove a good link to design technology projects. 

Bombed Berlin Zoo Elephant 
House, 1943/44.
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 “Events that affect societies often also affect zoos … 
economic crises stress zoos and sometimes destroy 
them. The worst crisis society can experience is war 
….” [Kisling, 2001, p.106]
The lesson of ‘never again’ has sadly proved somewhat 
optimistic with recent wartime problems at Baghdad, 
Sarajevo, Kabul, Tripoli and Ivory Coast zoos. However 
anniversaries and birthdays can be harnessed for 
positive effect.
A positive response is to look at the resourceful and 
ingenious approaches to crisis management by the zoo 
staff and local community. These range from ingenious 
substitute food supplies, to rebuilding the local zoo 
amongst post-war austerity in Budapest or Chester 
(where wartime surplus concrete tanktraps were used 
as building materials). 
Our reunited and growing international zoo associations 
are also something to celebrate after a century of zoo 
networks forced apart by world war and Cold war 
politics (Penn, 2012).   
It would be easy to slip into a narrow nationalist 
narrative of how Britain, its Empire and Allies ‘won’ 
the war. However the suffering of zoos and their 
keepers worldwide has a common humanitarian 
theme.  Mazumi Itoh concludes in her harrowing book 
Japanese Wartime Zoo Policy that “zoo is peace…”  or 
as Catherine de Courcy says of Dublin Zoo remaining 
politically neutral throughout civil war, it was a ‘place of 
peaceful resort’ (Itoh, 2010; De Courcy, 2009). 
Our garden carries a simple inclusive memorial 
inscription: 

In proud and loving memory of zoo and botanic 
garden staff and animals of all nations who 
have served and suffered in war since 1914. 

May they never be forgotten as together we face the 
challenges of the future.  
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